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“Let us continuously try to develop good qualities and so succeed 

in living a truly good and worthy life.”  
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Satsang with Swamiji 
 

Surrender Means Having Understanding  

 

If you have a husband and you are on good terms with him 

and you don’t have suspicions about him then you will help 

your husband.  You wash his clothes and do everything for 

him – and he does everything for you too. This is only 

possible when you have understanding between you. In a 

spiritual relationship it is the same.  In order to surrender 

you must have understanding. Understanding is necessary for 

surrender. 

 

So, first, you have to decide who your spiritual master is.  

There is nothing wrong in being apprehensive, having doubts 

and doing research in the beginning. Swami Vivekananda, a 

great Indian wise man, made a lot of research about his 

famous master, Sri Ramakrishna, in the beginning.  But that 

should last only for a certain period of time.    After that, 

when you have faith, increase it – increase and increase and 

increase and increase!  That is total surrender. 

 

Know that divine people have come to this earth to spiritually uplift the people.  However, the 

people are mostly immature and they only ask that their silly problems be solved.  Family problems, 

health problems, money problems… Do you think that the masters have come to earth just for that?  

Yet the masters know that the people are undeveloped and that they ask all these questions and so 

they help them and solve the problems.  If you are studying you ask to study well and then to get a 

good job. Then you want a nice, evolved and divine husband, then you want to have a beautiful baby, 

then you want this child to study in medical college.  Then you want the child to get a perfect wife 

and then after that you want a grandchild…and again you want all these things for your grandchild.  

By that time you are old! 

 

Five thousand years ago people lived the same way – now also.  You don’t realize that this is a 

continuous process…still you all don’t even know why you were born.    

 

 

Jai Prema Shanti 
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Mahashivaratri in 

the Ashram 
We celebrated the Great Night of Lord Shiva with lots of 

spiritual programmes all throughout the night! It is a time of 

sadhana, meditation, pujas to Lord Shiva, fasting and staying 

awake, in order to overcome the limitations of our ego-mind and to surrender ourselves and receive 

Lord Shiva’s grace on this special night of the year.  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

A procession with temple statues of Shiva Nataraja and Shivagami, maha-Mritjunjaya yagam (fire 

ceremony) and maha-Rudra-abhishekams. 
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There were many spiritual 
programmes on and around 

Mahashivaratri. Photos: sacred dance, 
cultural devotional performances by 

adults and children, devotional songs, 
sharing our experiences with Swamiji 

and much more. As every year, 
everyone also got the chance to 

receive the grace and blessings of 46 
lingams that were manifested by 

Swamiji on 46 consecutive 
Mahashivaratris. 

Just as every year since Swamiji’s passing, lingams 
appeared in Sri Premeshvarar Temple during the 

night! 
This year 10 lingams appeared. They were of different 

sizes and colours. (Photo left: the first five lingams 
that appeared.) 

One lingam was kept in the Ashram, and the others 
were given to devotees. 
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News From the  

Sri Premananda Centres Around the World 
 

On the recent World Tour, which took place from mid-October to mid-

December, two Ashram delegates visited many Centres all around Europe, as 

well as in Sri Lanka and Nepal. The Centres and Groups they visited organized 

beautiful spiritual programmes. Here are photos from the last leg of the tour, 

Nepal.  

You can see many more photos and videos of the tour on the Swami 

Premananda Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/Swami-Premananda-

191095014263605/. 

 
Left: the delegates participated in a seva activity in Janakpur, where the Centre donated food to an orphanage. 

Right: onE of the three abhishekams performed by the delegates and Janakpur Centre Coordinators, which 

was attended by many local residents. 

 

Mahashivaratri in Belgium 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

A grand Mahashivaratri celebration was organized in Destelbergen. Above: bhajans and one of two lingam 

abhishekams performed during the night. Om Namah Shivaya! 

https://www.facebook.com/Swami-Premananda-191095014263605/
https://www.facebook.com/Swami-Premananda-191095014263605/
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Mahashivaratri in Boz, France 
 

Mahashivaratri in the Centre in 

Boz was also celebrated with 

much devotion.  

Photo far left: the lingams to 

which Lingam abhishekam was 

performed; left: a young 

devotee performing Ganesh 

abhishekam at the start of the 

celebration.  

 

 

 

Pongal celebration in Sri Lanka 

 
Bhajans and Ganesh abhishekam 

for Pongal in Colombo! 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Centre statues for the new Sri Premananda Centre in 

Angoulême, France 
 

The Sri Premananda Group of Angoulême is becoming 

a Centre! At Mahashivaratri three statues for the new 

Centre (Ganesh, Krishna and Amman) were given life 

in a traditional ceremony. They will join the lingam 

from Swamiji that the Group already has. Gauri, the 

coordinator, has run the Group with much dedication 

for many years and is looking forward to welcoming 

the statues in the new Centre.  
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Swamiji’s golden words about 

 Sri Premananda Centres and Groups 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experiences on the World Tour 
 

Swamiji Helps a Devotee at the Time of His Passing 
by Kasturirangan, France 

 

The day of the delegates’ arrival – while we 

were still frantically racing against time trying to 

finish all the preparations – a doctor friend of 

mine, Andrée, called me. Etienne, a nurse and 

long-time friend of hers, was in the terminal 

stage of a serious illness. Many years ago Andrée 

had had a very beautiful experience with the 

Centre Lingam and had greatly appreciated its 

effects. And so now she asked me if it would be 

possible for me to visit Etienne with the Pink 

Lingam. How could I do this? We were 

expecting 54 people that evening and were 

certainly far from ‘ready’ nor had we anticipated 

making such a visit at this particular time.  I was 

not sure if it would be feasible so I promised 

that if it were not possible I would come a little 

later with the Centre Lingam. But sometime 

during the evening Etienne was urgently 

hospitalized and not allowed any visitors. 

 

The delegates had planned to leave the next day 

after the programme for Italy and Switzerland 

but, due to a change in the schedule, they 

decided instead to spend a couple of days with 

us before first going to Nîmes. About two hours 

before their leaving for Nîmes Andrée called 

me: Etienne is now back home and is still always 

hoping for a visit from the delegates with the 

Lingam. How to arrange this? I talked it over 

with the delegates and we decided to go. One 

of the delegates and I, accompanied by Andrée, 

left for Etienne’s house while the other delegate 

stayed behind to finish the packing.    

 

 

“If there is a national Coordinators meeting, all coordinators should be invited and 

should participate and there should be unity and harmony in the discussion. The 

same is valid for the individual centre meetings of coordinator, committee 

members and active devotees. Everyone should talk in a respectful and nice way 

and never speak angrily or shout.  You should never hurt anyone with harsh 

words. I am always so careful with my words and I never hurt anyone. All my 

devotees should also follow this way.” 
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Etienne, grayish and pale of complexion but with 

full presence of mind, was waiting for us half 

sitting up in a kind of easy chair so that he 

would not be in too much pain. He greeted us 

with a smile and a handshake and we were able 

to talk a little about Swami and the Pink Lingam. 

In any case, Etienne trusted Andrée and seemed 

to appreciate the chance to benefit from the 

Pink Lingam’s presence just at this moment. His 

wife was discreet but visible happy that we were 

here. We all profited from the blessing with the 

Lingam. The Ashram delegate asked me to chant 

a Shiva mantra during the blessing and I chose 

the one we chant during the 24 hours of 

Mahashivaratri in the Ashram. The atmosphere 

was peaceful, friendly and meditative. We then 

returned home to join the others and see them 

off to Nîmes.  

A few days later I received this email from 

Andrée: “Etienne passed away yesterday 

morning, on Saturday, around two o’clock in the 

morning, from a cataclysmic haemorrhage. The 

funeral will take place on Friday, at 13:45. Thank 

you so much to you both for what you were 

able to give to Etienne this past week. His wife 

told me that on Friday morning he chanted “Om 

Namah Shivaya.” Thank you again for having 

accompanied this friend of mine who was so 

dear to me. Good evening, with love, Andrée.”A 

few days after this we learned that something 

similar had happened when the delegates took 

the Pink Lingam to the Carcassone Centre!  

 

May Swamiji be there to accompany us all at the 

moment of our passing. 

 
Swamiji’s Blessings 

byAtma, France 
 

It is 19th November and we are all feeling 

especially fortunate because today, through 

the two Ashram delegates and the Pink 

Lingam, Swamiji is coming to visit our Sri 

Premananda Group here in Carcassonne, 

France. We’ve decided that we will sing 

bhajans and perform an abhishekam followed 

by a blessing with the Pink Lingam. 

 

After the beautiful ceremony we were able to 

ask the delegates many questions about 

Swamiji. At the end of the afternoon, I turned 

my phone on and saw that there was a text 

message from a friend. It said that her mother, 

who had been ill for many years, was feeling 

very poorly and felt she had had enough of 

life.  It was strange to realize that this message 

had been sent exactly at the time the 

abhishekam was being performed. It was as if 

this woman was calling for Swamiji.  

The next day the delegates decided that 

instead of going sightseeing in the old part of 

Carcassonne, they would go and visit my 

friend’s mother. I had to go to work and so 

they went without me. They told me 

afterwards that this woman, who was no 

longer able to speak, seemed to have 

experienced a deep happiness and peace with 

the Lingam blessing.  The very next day after 

their visit my friend called to tell me that her 

mother had passed away. She was very 

grateful for the delegates’ visit because her 

mother had been able to receive such a 

wonderful blessing just before leaving her 

body. OM Sri Premananda. 

 

We also paid a visit to an elderly man of 96. 

He is a devotee of Swamiji, as was his late 

wife. They both often went to the Ashram, 

where he had received a lingam from Swamiji 
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“I’m not asking you to go and see God!  I’m not asking you to go and talk with 

Lord Shiva.  I’m not talking about all that.  You should start by purifying 

yourself.  If your body is pure, your heart is pure, your mind is pure and if you 

have good, pure thoughts then everything else will happen for you in a positive 

way.   Who should change you?  Can anyone else change you?  Can I change 

you?  No, I can only teach you.  You should change yourself by yourself.   None 

of us will live for a hundred years.  Should we have ten enemies when we die?  

I don’t have any enemies.  I’m not angry with anyone.  I’m happy with everyone.  

If one of you makes a mistake then I will say that to your face.  Saying that to 

you doesn’t give me any benefit.  You are the ones who benefit.  You are all 

good people.  You have very good hearts.  God is living in your hearts.  If you 

think that God should dwell within you permanently and you should receive 

that divine wisdom, then you should purify yourself.  You should purify yourself 

by yourself.  Turn your soul in to a pure soul.  Purify your thoughts.  Others 

may think anything about us or say anything to us but we should always be 

pure.” 

 

 

 

and his wife had received a materialized 

statue.  

 

He was deeply moved and very happy by the 

delegates’ visit. They gave him photos of 

Swamiji and when he took them he held them 

to his heart. Then, as he received the blessing 

with the Pink Lingam, his eyes brightened and 

he chanted “Om Namah Shivaya.”  

 

Through the delegates we were really able to 

sense Swamiji’s presence. It was an important 

and wonderful experience for these two 

people whom they visited and also, of course, 

a wonderful experience for everyone in our 

group. We want to thank the delegates and 

those in the Ashram for their devotion and 

the incredible service they are all giving, and I 

am sure our group here in Carcassonne will 

continue in a very good way.  

 

Jai Prema Shanti 
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Ashram Wildlife 

Birds and Bird Spotting 
by an Ashram resident 

 

 

Today I’d like to introduce you to a special little friend, the Indian robin. 

 

It was quite a surprise for me to discover a bird here in the Ashram that is so similar – in their 

preference of environment, their silhouette and behaviour, and even in fragments of their song – to 

the so familiar European robin. However, lacking the customary red breast, the male Indian robin is 

mainly black with a white shoulder patch or stripe that is not always so visible. The females have 

brownish backs without the white.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INDIAN ROBIN - Copsychus fulicatus fulicatus – wannati kuruvi (photo left: 

female, right: male) 

 
They have the very distinctive habit of usually holding their tails upright. In fact, the tail moves in 

sync with the body, resuming its upright position whenever the bird comes to rest. It’s like someone 

emphasizing each sentence or statement with one or more exclamation marks! This, in combination 

with their diminutive size and lack of aggressive behaviour, somehow makes the Indian robin 

irresistible. Nevertheless, a male will drive other males away and patrol its territory as do European 

robins.  

 

When their tails are held upright is when you can see the chestnut-coloured undertail covert which, 

like a reddish sign, they display in all directions, for the typical behaviour is to make rapid 

displacements or turnings, or even stretching movements, followed by moments of rest. I once 

described this as, “runs like a blackbird, stops suddenly, turns, looks around whilst immediately 

assuming an upright posture and tail, sometimes moving the tail like a fan, and followed by another 

rapid movement.” 
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The males love moving around within a certain territory and showing up on higher places like 

fences and roofs, all the while softly and sweetly singing. For me they possess a unique talent to 

soften the heart. The robin does this by singing without vibrating on the tones, as in clear calls. 

Another great singer we have here, the Purple Sunbird, touches the feeling by making vibrating 

tones in such a delicate and pure way that you can almost feel its heart. As a comparison I would 

say that it’s like a different way of playing the violin. Often the female will be in close vicinity. 

According to the literature the songs of males have variants for inviting mates and for deterring 

other males.  

 

The Indian robin feeds mostly on insects but is also known to take frogs and lizards, especially 

from the nest. Individuals may forage late into the evening in order to capture insects attracted to 

the lights.  

 

In the Ashram I’ve met them at different places and fairly regularly. Now around the Recycling 

Centre, then at the old recycling building, another time at the Muruga Rock, the eating 

place...apparently only a few couples. The literature mentions they like open, even stony, shrub 

areas, where they can often be seen running along the ground or perching on low thorny shrubs and 

rocks, mainly in dry habitats and often also close to human habitation. In April of 2017 I came 

across a couple apparently feeding their young in a heap of cow fodder but after some days it was 

only the courageous singing male who was still there, left on his own. They will come in your 

vicinity but not close, creating a lovely atmosphere. 

 

THE BARN OWL REVISITED 

 

The barn owl was an extra attraction during the period of 

Mahashivaratri. Every evening three young owls left their 

nests in ‘prime time’, so just before the bhajans, and 

alternatively took their seats on the top of the roof of the 

relatively tall building near the temple. We could hear their 

drawn-out shrieking sounds very well and we could also 

see them, for they were not at all bothered by the torch 

lights. By a stroke of luck we also got to see the parents 

bringing them young rats or mice. All this went on until the 

next sunrise. The pictures here were taken on January 12, 

when the first young left the nest and, unable to fly back, 

finally landed on the ground between the temple kitchen 

and the road. To protect it we took it to the Recycling 

Centre, where it slept quietly until the next morning, 

accepting its new surroundings without resistance. When it 

started to call for its parents we put it back on the roof of 

the building near the temple and waited until one of the parents came and landed nearby. Birds of 

prey breed from the first egg and so the young differ in size. In years where there are plenty of 

rodents, like this year, all the young usually survive. Once they can fly they still have to learn to 

hunt and catch preys but, as we could well see, it’s also a period when they are still given food by 
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the parents. We saw a young owl on 

the roof of the building for the last 

time on February 12, but a devotee 

heard their calls in another part of the 

Ashram at the end of the month. 

  

The barn owls apparently reacted to 

my writing about them because they 

finally gave me something I have been curious to find for some time – a ball of undigested food 

which they vomit (see photo above, right). Examining such a ball you can determine their diet by 

identifying the bones in it (photo above, left). In this case it was some kind of rodent, perhaps a rat, 

or else a shrew, which is a carnivore but not a rodent, and also a bird.      

 

Jai Prema Shanti 

“You ask me, ‘What is the benefit of guru seva?’  

I tell you, only if you do not expect or reach out for the benefit, 

can you get enlightenment.” 

- Swamiji 
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Swamiji  

Answers  

Your   

Questions 

 

Swamiji, if I were to follow the spiritual path would there be a change in me? 

What are the benefits of following the spiritual path?  

 

By following the spiritual path, our thoughts 

and aims in life would be diverted in a more 

beneficial direction.  We would get an insight 

into the wrong deeds that we have committed 

in our lives.  We would also be able to realize 

what is true and what is false in this world.  

We would have a very clear perception of life.  

Therefore, by following the spiritual path, the 

right way of living would be clearly shown to 

you.  The spiritual path identifies the purpose 

of human life.  Many human beings are born 

and go through the worldly life without 

realizing its purpose.  They eat, sleep, work and 

give in to their bodily desires and when they 

reach the stage that they are unable to fulfil 

their desires they become frustrated. In this 

frustrated state of mind they die.  This has 

been the fate of many a human being.  Without 

falling into the wrong path as chosen by the 

majority of people, if you can walk the spiritual 

path, you could reach a very high mental stage 

and noble place in life. 

 

Can a person understand spirituality on his or her own, or is it only possible by 

the grace of the guru?  

 

From this question we can understand there 

are two categories of people. The question is: 

is a person capable of understanding 

spirituality on his or her own? Does he or she 

have the needed self-confidence? Swami’s 

grace is necessary in order to follow the 

correct spiritual path, to know the ups and 

downs of this path, and to solve the problems 

that arise within you. When you receive the 

blessings and the grace of Swami to tread this 

path of spirituality, Swami will take full 

responsibility for it. If you choose to attain 

God’s grace through the grace of a guru, then 

that guru will take responsibility for showing 
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“Who are we?  Why have we been born?  What is the purpose of this life? 

These are questions that you should be able to answer when you choose 

the spiritual path and you should be able to answer them clearly and 

truthfully.  The spiritual master comes into your life at the correct time in 

order to help you to discover the answer to these questions. 

He or she is your guide and teacher on the spiritual path. 

He can also give you the understanding necessary to follow the path surely 

and to surmount any obstacles and difficulties you may meet on the way. 

He will guide you, help you, purify you and show you the meaning of the 

truest love. 

He will bring you close to the Divine but it is up to you to make the great 

effort to blend with the Divine and attain self-realization.” 

 

 

 

you the path to attain God’s grace, for 

encouraging your dedication towards it, for 

making you follow the right path when you 

veer off of it towards the wrong path, and for 

lifting you up to a higher state. This is why the 

Vedas and scriptures say that since a guru 

takes such responsibility, we can achieve 

God’s grace through guru’s grace, and that it 

is easier to receive God’s grace with a guru. 

Therefore having contact with spiritually 

advanced people is definitely a boon and a 

benefit for you, as it helps you to progress on 

this spiritual path and gives you the strength 

to pursue it. When you live a spiritual life and 

are on the spiritual path, it is necessary to 

have this contact with, and the blessings of 

great spiritual persons and to receive their 

help. Being in such an environment and having 

this link will always be of good help to you. 

That is why it is said that guru’s grace is 

essential on your spiritual journey. 

 

 

 

How can we bring our daily work into our spiritual life? 

 

Your question is: while I’m doing my daily 

work, how do I bring spirituality into that? It’s 

very easy. If you are yourself, that is enough, 

God will be with you. Don’t change yourself, 

don’t confuse yourself. Do whatever work 

you have to do, thinking of God. Easy, no? I 

get up in the morning and go around the 

Ashram – that is my duty. I think of God and 

do my duty; that is enough. But you don’t 

hand yourself over to God; you always think 

that YOU are doing everything, you are doing 

everything. 
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The One 
Without Name or Form 

 
Each month we are publishing one chapter from 

Swamiji’s book, ‘The One Without Name or Form’, 
his living message on how we can realize the true 

purpose of our births, how we can approach ever 

closer to the one and eternal truth that he 
experienced, lived and saw every moment of his life.  

 

 

Live an Honest Life 
 

e all want to be happy in life but there are certain things or behaviours that 
obstruct us and steer us in the wrong direction, that make us forget the 
correct way of living and make us think we can live in any way we like, 

even by cheating and robbing others. Think…is this now an honest and noble way of 
living?  
 
There are many people who have been convicted for pick-pocketing, theft, or acts of 
fraudulence. Has anyone given any thought to helping them mend their ways? Did you 
ever think about what circumstances may have pushed these people into committing 
these wrongful acts? By counselling them with love and affection many of these people 
are bound to change their ways. Depending on the circumstances, we cannot always call 
these actions true acts of robbery.  
 
There are also many people who have cunningly and unrightfully appropriated other 
people’s mobile or immobile properties. What have they to gain by doing this? Are they 
going to own these things forever?  You have not even thought about this, have you? 
Children who see their parents committing such wrongful acts are likely to follow in 
their footsteps.   
 
The thoughts we have about wanting to possess the attractive material possessions that 
others may own and the steps we take to try to get them – even if our efforts to actually 
obtain them are unsuccessful - this is also robbery. Any selfish effort you make to 
become wealthier than others is robbery.  
 
There are other people who try to take unfair advantage of the benefits given to them by 
social workers, philanthropists and other good-hearted benefactors.  Unaware of the 
pretender’s motive, the charity worker will fall for the kind words and false affection of 

W 
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her client, who’s only aim is to attract attention to himself until he has received as many 
benefits as he possibly can. Without doubt, this is also thievery.  
 
Others, hoping to receive benefits and handouts, will claim to be needy when in truth 
they are not. This is also stealing and if one continues to act in this manner, knowing it 
is wrong, they are doubly sinning.  
 
If a person gives their sincere love and affection to another and, while feigning love and 
affection, this other person is actually being disloyal or unfaithful, then they are 
destroying that sincere person’s trust, love, and affection for them. Is this not a great 
wrong?  
 
Another form of robbery is, through greediness, the selling of adulterated food and 
selling medicine of lesser quality. This is not only robbery but a crime against 
humanity.  
 
Charging excessive fees to the less privileged for education in schools and colleges is an 
intolerable situation. It is a sad fact that, in spite of having excellent qualifications and a 
good academic record, a person today cannot expect to get a good job unless they have 
some kind of influence or give money to their prospective employer. Even in hospitals, 
you will not be admitted for treatment unless you are able to pay a large amount in 
advance. This pushes many people into desperate situations, for if the patient is not 
treated in time the chance for their survival will diminish. These three immoral deeds 
affect people very badly and are equal to robbery.  
  
Then there are people who are well versed in the spiritual texts and pretend to be highly 
elevated souls but have no spiritual experience and follow no codes of conduct for 
spiritual masters.  They use their knowledge only for their own selfish gains. They call 
themselves spiritual beings yet they have the heart of a thief.  
 
Some people try to establish a close and trusting relationship with someone for the sole 
purpose of getting something they want. Once they have obtained what they wanted 
they continue to maintain the relationship just so they will be able to receive more 
favours in the future. There are still people who live like this today.  
 
What is the purpose of having been born as a human being? What use is it to have a 
relationship with a dishonest person like this? Why do we need such a relationship? 
Why live with robbers like these? Don’t miss the opportunity to pray to the One 
without name or form, pray with a good heart filled with love and beseech him to make 
you pure and to help you live an honest life, without ever having a thought of robbing or 
deceiving anyone.   
 
Let us continuously try to develop good qualities and so succeed in living a truly good 
and worthy life.  
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News from the…  
 
 

 

Muruga statues before the procession 

Youth carrying the Muruga statues in a procession 

Life-giving ceremony for the statues, after the yagam 
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Swamiji made arrangements and gave advice for Muruga statues to be given to the Premananda 

Youth groups according to traditions outlined in the Shilpa Shastras of the Vedas. Swamiji said, 

“These five-metal statues are made in a traditional manner that goes back thousands of years to 

ancient, Vedic times.” A part of this is to carry them joyfully in a procession, and “give them life”. 

Above are some pictures of the procession and the life-giving ceremony which happend during 

Mahashivaratri (13th and 14th February) this year. These three Muruga statues are for the new 

Premananda Youth Group in Poland (coordinators Amrit and Shanti), for Sri Lanka (coordinator 

Jeevani) and for the Youth Group in Argentina (coordinators Chandika and Pablo). We pray for 

many people to receive Swamiji’s and Muruga’s grace trough these statues. 

 

Every day he gave yoga classes to the interested boys of the 10th standard from 5.30 until 6.10 am. The 
classes consisted of hatha yoga, pranayama, and meditation and prayers for the well-being of the world.  

 

Every month we highlight a great quality of a Premananda Youth.  
This month: Being self-confident! 

“First trust yourself. Always trust yourself and then everything will go smoothly. If you don’t then 
you will find everything difficult. Trust and believe yourself first and second believe in me. Now 
what happens is, you might believe in me first and yourself second. I say: Don’t do that. Give first 
preference to yourself and second to me. Believe first in yourself, always. Practise this.”  
 
“It is a rare opportunity to increase self-confidence. First of all you must believe in yourself; 
believe that you are all good persons, that your thoughts are good, that your mind is good, that 
the actions you are going to perform are good. If you want to live in a good way, you first need to 
have faith in yourself and then you can do anything. There is nothing you can’t do. Don’t think 
that there is something you can’t do! God’s grace and power are with you. You can do everything. 
Believe in yourself! That belief will give you self-confidence. There is nothing that you can’t do! 
You can do everything! Think that you can do it; don’t think that you can’t do it! Don’t think that 
you can’t study, or that you can’t reduce your weight... You can definitely do anything, but you 
haven’t. Do it and increase your self-confidence!”    

A young devotee from France giving yoga class to the 10th standard Ashram boys  
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